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Background and Context 

 
In 2016, The Secretary of State for Defence announced the ‘A Better Defence Estate Strategy’ (BDES). 
The strategy sets out plans to achieve a more efficient, modern and capability focused defence estate. 
The document established that those sites released from operational requirements should deliver 
55,000 homes as part of the Government’s wider housing policy. A number of military facilities were 
identified for disposal and the Ministry of Defence (MOD) continues to work to bring these forward for 
alternative uses. In addition, the department is examining it’s wider portfolio to find further opportunities 
to bring forward better new facilities for our troops and to release land which no longer meets the 
departments requirements.  
 
To deliver BDES, considerable work has been undertaken to identify the relevant unit moves and 
military reprovision requirements to enable the estate optimisation to be self-funding. As such, it is 
required that the MOD works on a cross-boundary basis between LPAs and as such, a GLA Local Plan 
that supports wider Government objectives is paramount in delivering the programme.  
 
The result of the requirement is that MOD will need to treat its London Estate as a portfolio, and manage 
the estate accordingly co-ordinating the reprovision and the disposal elements of the sites. In addition, 
the GLA should support the use of disposal sites for housing to meet Government housing objectives 
and recognise the contribution of additional new build service person accommodation towards essential 
worker housing targets. MOD are already in talks with Other Government Departments (OGDs), such 
as the Ministry for Housing Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) and actively support the 
Cabinet Office One Public Estate (OPE) programme. 
 
The MOD is looking to reduce its overall London footprint by moving non-essential personnel outside 
of the Capital. For those essential service personnel who remain the MOD intends to consolidate its 
footprint into a smaller, better, and more modern estate. This will involve the disposal of regular and 
reserve sites and significant investment into the retained core assets. In addition, the MOD also own 
family housing and rent a significant number of homes from the private sector. The MOD is looking at 
ways to actively manage this stock, releasing surplus family housing and privately rented properties 
back into the market. To facilitate this the MOD is looking to intensify accommodation on the retained 
estate. 



 
 
Affordable Housing 
 
The MOD broadly supports the strategic target for 50% of all new homes delivered across London to 
be affordable as set out in Policy H5, subject to the constraints imposed by viability. However, the 
application of such a policy ought not to have a detrimental impact on the delivery of housing 
developments on publicly owned surplus sites.   
 
Policy H5 part 4 states that a specific measure to achieve this target is that public sector land should 
deliver at least 50% affordable housing across its portfolio. This approach to affordable housing is 
recognised by the MOD, which has significant ownership within Greater London likely to undergo 
significant change over the New London Plan period. 
 
The application of Policies H5 and H6 requires a demonstrable awareness and a specific understanding 
of the context of MOD sites. In several instances, MOD sites will be subject to significant early 
remediation costs with regard to likely contamination. In addition, most sites have heritage assets which 
will also require significant reconfiguration investment.  
 
Given the unique nature of MOD sites and their constraints, high front-end remediation costs will need 
to be considered as part of a viability assessment when determining the deliverability of 50% affordable 
housing. The Viability Assessment is likely to include unknown costs of an unknown quantum. As such, 
this will need to be taken into account before the application of Policy H5 and H6. The target of 50% 
Affordable Housing delivery will remain a target, but should only be applied where the conditions of 
delivery are not adversely affected by the application of Policy H5.  
 
Notwithstanding the need for viability testing, the application of Policies H5 and H6, and specifically the 
target of 50% Affordable Housing should be reconciled against the proposed provision of ‘Essential 
Local Worker’ housing elsewhere in the city as part of a portfolio approach. 
 
The application of Policy H5 and H6 will need to have specific regard to an approved public sector land 
portfolio approach that is stated in paragraph 4.5.4B of the new London plan. Paragraph 4.5.4B states 
that; 
 
 Public sector landowners with an agreement with the Mayor may provide 50 per cent affordable 
 housing across a portfolio of sites provided at least 35 per cent affordable housing is provided 
 on each site, with the required affordable housing tenure split on the initial 35 per cent. 
 
This is supported and the MOD requires greater flexibility over its portfolio.  
 
Notwithstanding the policy aims to provide 50% Affordable Housing, the MOD reprovision activity will 
provide housing for military personnel, who are defined as ‘essential local workers’. The Mayor therefore 
needs to recognise the contribution that the MOD will be making toward the delivery of affordable and 
essential/key worker housing on publicly owned sites within Greater London.  
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